Partners

Project Lead Partner: THESSALONIKI TOURISM ORGANISATION
Site: http://www.thessaloniki.travel
Tel: 0030 2310 279282
Fax: 0030 2310 279283
welcome@thessaloniki.travel
PP1: REGIONAL AGENCY OF ECONOMICAL DEVELOPMENT - BLAGOEVGRAD
Site: http://www.raed-bl.org
Tel: 00359 888 843656
Fax: 00359 738 30080
taniatsvetkova@yahoo.com

PP2: ASSOCIATION SAVREMIE

Site: http://www.savremie.eu
Tel: 00359 899 806477
Fax: 00359 746 32403
savremie@yahoo.com
ROLES -TASKS OF PARTNERS
Thessaloniki Tourism and Marketing Organization, appointed as the Lead Partner, has the
overall responsibility for the whole project (financing contract signing, implementation
supervision, submission of progress reports, care for the eligibility of the expenses, funds
transfer and record and storing of the documents).
The Regional Agency of Economical Development of Blagoevgrad and the "Savremie"
Association are responsible for the actions assigned to them, for the qualitative and timely
submission of the respective deliverables and the sound management of the funds allocated to
them.
The allocation of packages and actions takes into consideration the requirements of the project,
their vivid interest on a particular action or area, but also the capability of each partner to
support the implementation.
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Under the precondition of the joint implementation, special emphasis was given to allocate the
tasks so that all partners contribute to each work package by becoming responsible for
individual actions of a package, avoiding, though, dublication of their functions. Particularly,
Thessaloniki Tourism and Marketing Organization, due to its past project experience and
structure, is responsible for the management and coordination WP, sharing the project
meetings' holding with its partners, for the information and publicity WP, sharing some
promotional activities, and for the Market & Stakeholders Conversation WP. In the latter, all
partners undertake the preparation and the running of the platform, contributing with their
capabilities. The Regional Agency of Economical Development of Blagoevgrad is responsible
for the WP on the Social Media & Networking Trainee Centre, although all partners equally
share their conduct.
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